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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to survey recent lthaca Col lege
graduates with teaching certification and attemPt to determine:
l) what training they received in educetional media at the pre-service
level; 2) what media equipment is avai lable to them in their present
teaching environments; and 3) how the media training or lack of media
training affects their teaching methods.
Seven questions were formulated to achieve those purPoses. Those
specific questions this study answered were:
l) How much training did teachers receive at the pie-service
level in media equipment operation and application?
2l Are teachers aware of critical tnedia concepts?
3). what equipment is avai lable in schools and how often do
teachers use it? What are the reasons for I imited use of
equ ipment?
4) ls media training given in any other courses at lthaca
Col I ege?
5) Do teachers need media training, regardless of their field
of study?
6) Are in-service rrcrkshops in media-use offered to teachers
by thei r. school s/d i stricts?
7l How do teachers perceive media training and itrs value at
the Pre-service I evel ?
A population of 549 lthaca College graduates was drawn who met the
requirements of: l) being an lthaca college graduate with teaching
certification; 2) must have taught or be teaching, and 3) must have
graduated between l97O and 1975. From that population, a sample of
276 indlvlduals were surveyed in order to answer the questions Proposed
in the study.
Data from the I04 respondents was analyzed and the results indi-
cated that:
l) A majority of respondents did not study either the operation
or application of media equipment or concepts mentioned in
the quest ionna i re.
2) llith few exceptions, all the equipment surveyed was available
in the schools of ovcr 50t of those surveyed.
3) The number of respondents indicating in-service r'rorkshops in
media were available to them approximately equalled those not
of fered. such uorkshops.
4) Responses were overwhelmingly in favor of Ined i a training at
the pre-service I evel .
As a result of this study, the following recormendat ions were made:
t) !,led ia training should be given more emphasis at the undergraduate
level for teacher candidates in all discipl ines.
2) There is a wide discrePancy between equipment that is available
to teachers and the training teachers receive in how to use
that equ i pment.
3) Teachers surveyed recognize the need for and desirability of
media training at the pre-service level .
4) A cooperative effort is needed among departments at lthaca
College offering teaching certificatlon to develop a uniform
course in media training for all teacher candidates'
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CHAPTER ONE
I NTRODUCT ION
The educational systern is a complex system of interrelated
components carefully balanced so that all parts rvork together as a
successful whole. As with other systems, one change in a component
requires the rest of the system to readjust to accoflmodate that change.
The educational syste! has undergone tremendous changes as itrs basic
components have been altered by new ideas and philosophies. The student,
teacher, and school have tal{en on new roles. (Crary and Petrone, I97l)
The student is now recognized as an individual with unlque needs; the
teacher has become an organlzer as wel I as a dispenser of knowl edge
from many informational sources other than herself; and the school is
now a comfortable place in which students and teachers can uork together
effectively. Education was not always this way so the system has had
to adjust. one of the many adjustments to these new ideas within the
systern has been the acceptance of educatlonal media and recognition of
media's usefulness in modern education. lt is the attempt of this
study to explore how the new, more imPortant role educational media
plays affects one of the educational system's basic components--the
teachers and their methods of instruction.
An important part of adjustlng learning/teaching methods to the
new educational phllosophy which governs our educational system has been
the increased use of instructional media. FilmstriPs and motion pic-
tures have been used in scttool s for a long time, hovleve r, it appears
that such equipment and materials are taking on a "new rolerr' They
are becoming important elements of learning as educators real ize these
media offer the wide range of resources needed to accormodate the
diversified needs of todayrs students'
-t-
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As with other compl ex systems, overall change is a slow process.
The system must reedJust and adapt itself completely to alterations
in itrs baslc components before the system will function to the maximum
capacity of success. ln view of the rlbdern educational philosophies
adopted, the educational system has made many of the necessary adapta-
tions so that it functions at a high degree of success, but the Process
of adjustment is not yet completed. (Crary and Petrone, l97l) Speci-
fically, changes are still needed in the methods of training teachers
who are to operate ln the system.
It has been recognized that media end the newest develoPments of
educational technology can be a definite asset and a valuable vehlcle
to todayrs educational system. (Al len and Seifman, l97l) ln response,
the schools have invested large sums of money into equipping schools
with the latest media hardware and software, acknowledging itrs value.
It appears that is not enough. The educational system has still
neglected the nDst imPortant comPonent necessary to the successful use
of media--the teacher. The teacher is essential in determining the
degree of success of media-use in the educational system. lt is vital
that the teacher be aware of how to utilize media in the classroom if
medla is to succeed and its full potential realized.
Itith respect to technology, the teecher must know not merely
the claimed utility of proposed instruments' but he must also
know the research that led to their development and the reasonsfor their use. Tools exist to serve the PurPose of the crafts-
man. They do not exist to be used as often or as broadly as
possible simply to Prove their utility'
(Crary and Petrone' 1971 , P. 2351
Conscientious util ization of instructional media is one area
where the educational system still has major readjustments to make. lt
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is not enough to accept new eiucational philosophies, recognlze the
usefulness of media when incorporating these new ideas ln the classroom
and then purchase the equipment. The teacher must be wel l-trained in
how to utilize media properly. Crary and Petrone (1971) state that the
responsibi I ity for this training lies in the teacher training instltu-
tions.; the undergraduate, pre-service lnstltutions preparing teachers.
lncorporating media-use training at the pre-service level should contri-
bute to making teacher education programs fllore real istic and relevant,
in vien of todeyrs educational systen and the skills dernanded of teachers
by the schools in that systen. The argument might be raised by the
pre-service institutions or the teachers themselves, that such skllls,
if and when they are needed, can be learned through in-service tvork-
shops. So, why change the already vrel l-establ ished pre-service education
curr icul um?
ln-service r,,rorkshops in media are "too little, too laterr resPonses
to the ci'itical needs in the schools. After such a workshop, it is
unl ikely that an educator who has used the same methods for thirty
years will change his/her style of teaching. Perhaps in-service uprk-
shops are better then nothing, but it is reasonable to assume that
initiation of rrcdia training at the Pre-service level would be a sounder,
more logical approach. By doing this, you have that rtold dogrt while it
is still a pup, eager and anxious to learn trnew trickstr. l{edia training
at the pre-service level should result in teachers who view media as an
essential part of their methods of instruction and know hot to use it
to give their instruction maximum effect and meaning. Teachers r,voul d
emerge better prepared to face the real ities and cope with the needs of
today's educatlonal system. Crary and Petrone (1971 , P' 313) state
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thls very clearly in Foundations of l{odern Education:
tlethods courscs for teachers, either elementery or secondary,
are perhaps the sources anst specifically directed to,va rd
teacher education. They have never been in as great a needfor study than they are today. Like all other areas of teacher
education, the methods courses cannot be aPProached out of
thought patterned in the past, They too must be based on the
new psychological, social , and cultural presses.
The education systen has adopted a more Progressive philosophy
resulting in many changes of the basic comPonents; the school , the
student, and the teacher. One of the rost pervasive changes has been
an emphasis on individual ized learning. Educational media has taken on
a new importance in education because of it's utility in individual izing
instruction. The teachers who operate in this system must be trained to
use methods of instructlon which incorporate nedia as an integral Part.
The curriculum of pre-service teacher training institutions is one
area that requires additional changes so that media training is given
to teachers who are to oPerate successfully ln a system where media
plays an increasingly larger and more important role.
STATEI.TENT OF THE PROBLE}I
As a result of either deficient undergraduate training or ineffec-
tive in-service training, it apPears that many teachers are not ade-
quately prepared to utilize instructional media in the teaching environ-
ment. The problem to which this research wlll be addressed is whether
Ithaca college teacher candidates are receiving the necessary training
at the pre-service level to oPerate successfully in their teaching
env i ronments.
-5-
PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Thc purpose of this investigation was to survey recent lthaca
College graduates certified to teach and attempt to determine:
l) what tralning they received in educetional media at the pre-service
level; 2) what media equipment is avallable to then in their present
teaching environments; and, 3) how the media training or lack of rnedia
training affects thelr teachlng methods.
This study proposes to answer the following questions:
l. Hov, much training, if any, did teachers surveyed receive at
the pre-servlce level i'n the preparation, operation, and
appl ication of audiovisual equipment and materials?
2. Are teachers aware of critical media concePts and hovr such
knovrl edge may improve the effectiveness of their instructions?
3. lJha t equipment is available in schools and hovr often is it
used by teachers? What are the reasons for I imited use of
audiovisual equ i pment?
ls media training, in any form, given in other courses at
Ithaca College other than those offered by the Department
of Educational Conmun i cat ions?
Regardless of the discipl ine, do teachers use audlovisual
equipment and, therefore, need training in how to use these
materials most effect i vel Y?
Are any in-service uorkshops being conducted by schools/
distrlcts to comPensate for teachersr lack of media compe-
tenc I es?
4.
5.
UESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
5.
7. How do teachers
value of media
PROCEDURES
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perceive media training generally and the
training at the pre-service level?
To accompl ish the objectives of this study, a questionnaire was
developed to survey and analyze the responses of recent lthaca College
graduates, who are teaching, on the extent and nature of the media
training they received at the pre-service level. Since no questionnaire
existed, the writer developed this survey instrument with the coopera-
tion and advisement of faculty members of the Educational Cornmunications
Department at lthaca College. The questionnaire was based on the con-
tent of the existing pre-service media course offered by the Department
of Educational Conmunicat ions.
The individualst names receiving the questionnaire were furnished
by the Alumni 0ffice at lthaca College. These names were rePresentative
of all major fields of study at lthaca College offering teaching
certif ication, i.e., l{usic, Speech Pathology, Health, Physical Education
and Recreation (Xpgn), Speech, Social Studies, English, Hathematics'
and Foreign Languages.
lndividuals were randomly selected from the population to receive
the survey so that each discipl ine was rePresented proportionately in
the sample group. A total of 276 individuals were selected for use in
this study.
Questionnaires were mailed to each individual in the sample group.
Standard frequency analyses were performed on data obtained.
-7-
DEFINITION OF TER}IS
For the purpose of this study, the fol lo.ring definitions have been
used according to Ely (1953):
Colrmun icat ions l{odel - a display of the steps or stages in a
cormun icat ion:
noise
source of message encodlng ------ conmunication
channel
ln-Service Training - all actlvities engaged in by professional
personnel during their servlce and designed to contribute
to improvernent on the job.
lnstructional Situation - the learning environment in vrhlch the
student and teacher i nteract.
Hedia - term used to describe Pertinent materials and techno-
logical devices: TV, teaching machines, progranmed
learning material , electronic learning laboratories; it
also lncludes many wel l -establ i shed audiovisual media
such as motion pictures, filmstrips, sl ides, and recorders.
Pre-Service - undergraduate teecher training.
Self-lnstructional Programs - util izatlon of progranmed materials
to achieve educational objectives; self-paced materlals'
-8-
Systems Approach - an integrated, prog ranmed compl ex of instruc-
tlonal. media, rnachinery, and personnel whose components are
structured as a single unit with a schedule of time and
sequential phasing. lts purpose is to insure that the com-
ponents of the organic whole will be avai lable with the
proper characteristics at the proper tlme to contribute to
the total systeln, and ln so doing, to fulfill the goals
which have been established.
Visual Literacy - refers to a group of vision-competencies a
human being can develop by seeing, and at the same time,
having and lntegrating other sensory experiences; ability
to manipulate symbols in visual format for thinking and
conmunicating.
LI}IITATIONS OF THE STUDY
l. This study was I Imited to teachers who received their
teeching certificates from lthaca College. For the pur-
pose of thls study, the lthaca College graduates surveyed
will adequately represent the overall population of lthaca
Col lege teacher graduates.
2. Due to the nature of the questionnaire, many comparisons
and correlations could be drawn. Those which trere most
pertinent to this study were selected from the possibilities.
(See Questions to be Answered)
3. This study was concerned only with the value of media training
in the Pre-service teacher education curriculum.
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The equipment mentioned in this survey was considered basic.
It is assumed that this equipment is available and therefore
appl icable to this survey. lt is impossible to know of more
elaborate equipment in a particular school, therefore, such
equipnent, even though available to some, is not included in
this survey.
The survey was restricted to individuals who graduated between
the years of 1970 and 1975 for the fol lowing reasons:
a) these years were available in computer data bank.
b) by 1977, those individuals surveyed had at least a year
of teaching experience and will be more aware of their
needs and deficiencies in relation to thelr profession
than more recent graduates.
ASSUI{PT IONS OF TH IS STUDY
To proceed with this study the following basic assumptions were
made:
l. The underlying educational philosophies have changed over the
years and with these changes, media has become recognized as
useful in acconmodating these changes within the educational
system.
Media hardware/software attended to in this survey consti-
tutes basic audiovisual equipment, and therefore, is avai l-
able to a majoritY of teachers.
Since basic audiovisual hardware/software is available to
teachers, they should know how to operate and use this
equ i pment.
4.
5.
2.
3.
4.
5.
- l0 -
I'ledia hardware/software and concepts mentioned ln the survey
are considered basic and should be included in a media-use
course at the pre-service level.
The pre-servlce media course offered at lthaca College by
the Department of Educational Cocmunications is assumed to
be a basic media course for teachers and, therefore, an
adequate rnodel on which to base the questionnaire used and
serve as the nrodel of a typical pre-service media course
referred to in this paper.
CHAPTER TWO
to
be
REV I EI.' OF L ITERATURE
ln an effort to determine the needs of todayrs teachers with regard
media utilization in schools, research in the following areas will
d i scussed:
a. the changing roles of students and teachers.
b. the updating/revlsion process of pre-service education
curr I cul a.
c. the increasing utilization of media in schools.
rrThe school system in America today is a vast set of bureau-
cratically organized systems and subsystems, groups and counter groups,
which interact ." according to Kenneth H. Silber. (t972, p. l0-ll)
Thus, any change in one or more components of the educational system
necessitates consequent changes in the entire system if it is to
operate efficiently.
!n the past, several basic beliefs were reflected in the educational
system.
Until about 1962, American education tended to place almost
exclusive emphasis on good teachers as the vehicle to good
learning. !t was the teaching that emphasized
(ety u, t972, p. 37)
A second basic tenant wastt. . that all students must learn the same
things, at the same time, from the same person.tt (Crane and Kozlowski,
1972, p. 30) ln a 1972 (October, p. 3n issue of [AudioVisual
lnstructiontr, the authors, in a discussion of these traditional ideas
stated that learning experiences were totally group-centered. Regardless
of the activity, instruction was always conducted with a large group
whereby each individual received the same treatment and stimulus with
no recognition of individual differences-
- ll
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The progressive education rnovement, however, altered the educa-
tional systemr s phi losophy completely
. three successive patterns of interest that have
shaped the development of the field during the past 50 years;
the use of a broad range of resources for learning, the
onphasis on individual ized and personal ized learning' and the
use of the systems approach.
(ety u, 1972, p. 37)
Edgar Dale (t973) agrees that the key roles of teacher and student have
changed.
With the acceptance of these ner^, bel iefs, problems arose. The
educational system had to adapt to these changes in itrs underlying
philosophy. Silber (1972) says there was no guestion that the educa-
tional system had to change, the crucial point being what exactly the
changes should be and how radical (or to what extent) the system had to
be changed.
Crane and Kozlowski (1972) bel ieve that educational technology can
make direct and imPortant contributions towards this effort. " . the
field of educational technology . serves as the focus for a movement
within the larger f ield of education.rr (gty u, 1972, p. 36) rt .
Iearners in a technological society ought to have the benefits of
technology for instruction." (Cochran and Hyers, 1973, P. ll) Many of
the solutions offered to acconmodate these adaptations and changes,
including educational media, have not been as successful as it was
thought theY could be.
Because of the magnitude and complexity of the school
systern...thesesolutionsandtheirobverses,converses'
and inverses have been tried--and the results have always
been the same: no real imProvement
(si luer , 1972, p. lo)
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rrAs a result, many students are the heirs of an anachronistic and
ineffectual educatlonal legacy . . .t' (Crane and Kozlowski, 1972, p. 30)
Changes must still be rnade in today's educatlonal systanr before it will
operate at ltrs maximum efficiency.
This process of change and adaptatlon Is a slow one. Don Davies
(1973, p. llr) substantiates this opinion by his ranark: 'rue tend to
creep rather than to strlde in educational change . . . l{y greatest
concern ebout technology ln education is that it has yet to be fully
integrated . . ."
it 
"pp."., that a large investment in media hardware and software
ls not sufficient to insure mediars success as a means of facil itating
the new ideas and consequent changes in todayrs schools. The need for
revised and increased Investments in the teachers of today has, seemingly,
been I gnored.
"sufficlent hardware and software is crucial to the success of ' ' '
education. Equal ly crucial is the teacher.r' (ltcGrady, 1972, p' 9)
silber (1972) agrees that the basic assumptions and structures of the
current system danrand nei,{ tyPes of schools, curricula, methods' and
teachers. The problem with today's teachers might be sunmed up in an
old axiorn which states that teachers tend to teach the same way they
were taught. (Crane and Kozlowskl , 1972) This impl ies that educators
are using the rroldtr methods of teaching; those methods inappropriate
for today's schools and students' Davies (1973) has observed extensive
use of ineffective aPProaches to education' thus confirming that a
problem does exlst with the rpdern teacher' Utilizing rroldrr methods'
teachers are not meeting the demands of the current educational system'
"}lost teachers are still not adequately prepared to coPe with the
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problems or take advantage of the potentials inherent in technologlcal
changes in instruction.r' (Oirr, 1976, p. 25) The key to this problem
wes discerned by Frank V. Colton (1977, p.20) when he stated: trlately,
there has been a grotrlng recognition of the I nterre I atedness of prac-
tice and teacher education,rr ln addition to revisions in other areas,
teacher education programs are yet another component in the larger
system cal led educatlon that must be looked at and studied.
ln-service training programs are believed to be, by many, the
solution to compensating for the lack of these vltal skills and knowl edge,
including media training, onthe part of many teachers. However, in-
service tralning programs are not sufficlent. 'rThey are band-aid
solutions . . . ternporary means of patching a piece of the system,
temporary means of keeping the system I imping along with the illusion
that all is now well.'t (silber, 1972, p. ll) Davies (1973) believes
that the solutlon lies with the institutions that prePare teachers.
Harold H. Roeder (t973, p. 40) asks the crucial question; rrHow ade-
quately are our colleges and universities preparing teachers to use
audiovisual a i ds?rl
Educational media currently finds itself in the ironic posi-
tion of being assigned an integral and indispensible role in
the instructional process, while historic practice has asslgned
it the role of an aid or en r i chment-support i ve but not supple-
mental to the actual teaching.
(corrnan, 1977, p. 15)
The success of todayts educational syste.m dePends' in part' on
teachers who view media as integral to their teaching, not supplemental'
"The future of instructionat technology in education, . ' ' rel ies upon
the attitudes and reactions of the teaching force.'r (Oirr, 1976, p' 25)
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Viable instructional media education programs need to
be developed that prepare classroom teachers with compe-
tencies relevant to implementing a wide range of new and
diverse programs.
(Gorrnan , 1977, p. 15)
Changes in the educational system have caused students and teachers
to play new roles. lnstructional media has become an important part of
facilitating these changes and new roles. ln view of this, teachers
should be trained to use instructional media successfully in the class-
room. Many of the existing pre-service teacher education curricula do
not incorporate such training. tt is generally felt that revising the
existing education programs to include media training would help
teachers operate more effectively in educational environments where in-
structional media plays an increasingly imPortant role-
CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES
This chapter will review the background of the study, the topic
selection, development of materials, selection and nature of the popula-
tion and sampl ing procedures, statistical analysis used and a suilftrry
of al I procedures.
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The writer has taught in a wide variety of situations where media
was used, properly and improperlyr or where the equipment was available
and not used at all. After discussions with many of the teachers in
these schools as well as media professionals at lthaca College, the
author determined that nredia training for teachers was an area l{orth
i nvest i gat i ng.
TOP IC SELECTION
tn the fall of 1976, the writer was a graduate assistant involved
in a pre-service media course for teacher candidates offered by the
Educational Cormunications Department at lthaca Col lege. The writer,
after discussions with the professors in the Educational Corrnunications
Department, determined that a study of pre-service training received by
teachers graduated from lthaca College would be a significant specific
area to explore in detail in order to understand the larger problem of
media needs of teachers in general and how those needs are/are not being
met.
DEVELOPHENT OF MATERIALS
It was determined that
Educational Corrnun icat ions
the pre-service media course offered by
Department at I thaca Col I ege const i tuted
- 16 -
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a
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basic media course for teacher candidates. Therefore, it was determined
that the contents of the survey instrument to be used should correlate
with the content and competencies taught in the media course mentioned.
After a thorough search of literature and consultations with faculty
members at tthaca College, it was determined that an appropriate survey
instrument for use at lthaca College was not available. A questionnaire
was developed by the researcher, in cooperation with her advisor and
teacher of the media course, Dr. Arthur Schwieder, based on the contents
of the media course taught. (See Appendix A)
SELECTION AND MTURE OF THE POPULATION
It was determined that the population to be surveyed should meet
the fol lowing criteria:
a. must have graduated from lthaca Col lege with teaching
certification.
b. must have taught or currently be teaching since graduation
from lthaca College.
c. must have graduated from tthaca Col lege between 1970 and
1975 so that they would have had time to become establ ished
in their profession and, therefore, be fipre aware of their
needs as an educator.
The Alumni Office at tthaca College cooperated in furnishing the
names of individuals who met the criteria established. This provided a
population of 549 individuals. The fields of study rePresented by
these names were: l{usic, Speech Pathology, HPER, Speech, Social Studies'
Engl ish, t'lathematics and Foreign Languages.
- l8 -
SAI{PL I NG PROCEDURES
The names within the population were divided into groups according
to discipline. lt was important to the integrity of this study that each
discipl ine be represented ProPortionately within the sample grouP'
therefore, fifty-percent of the subjects within each discipl ine were
surveyed. Several of the disciplines in the poPulation were represented
by a very small number of individuals. By surveying 50t of the individ-
uals in each discipline, it was felt that each area of study r^puld be
represented proportionately, and, at the same time, full advantage
would be taken of the few names that were provided in several of the
discipl ines.
From each group of names rePresenting the major areas of study, a
fixed-interval random sample was drawn until fifty-percent of those
names were selected for use in the survey. A total of 276 individuals
were selected for use in this study. This sample, broken down by major
areas of study, resulted in the following number of individuals repre-
senting each area of studY:
Social Studies I5
Hathematics 8
Foreign Languages 7
Speech Pathology 6
Music
HPER
t07
r06
l8Engl ish Speech
0nce the sample had been determined, questionnaires (See Appendix A),
accompanied by an explanatory cover letter (See APPendix B) and return
stamped, addressed envelope were mailed to each individual within the
sample group.
for
the
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STAT!ST!C ANALYSIS
The responses on the surveys returned were recorded in preparation
computer analysis. Standard frequency analyses were employed wlth
data to obtain results and, therefore, draw conclusions.
SUI'II{ARY
This chapter reviewed the problem of teachers not using media at
all or using it improperly and how a media training course at the pre-
service level, such as the one offered at lthaca College by the Educa-
tional Conmunications Department might solve this problem. A question-
naire was developed to determine the nature and extent of media training
!thaca College graduates who have taught or are teaching receivedland
how such training has affected their use of media in their classrooms.
The population for this study consisted of lthaca College graduates
who graduated between I970 and 1975 with teaching certification and who
have taught or are teaching.
A sample group was randqnly selected from the population so that
each major area of study was rePresented ProPortionately within the
sample group.
The questionnaire developed for this study was sent to each indi-
vidual within the samPle grouP.
The data resulting from the questionnaires returned was subjected
to standard frequency analyses in order to obtain results and draw con-
clusions.
CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data resulting from questionnaires returned f rom individuals
wlthin the sample is organized and reported in this chapter. This study
has attempted to dctermine the nature and extent of media tralning re-
spondents received at the pre-service level and how such training
relates to/affects their use of media in their classrooms.
The results are organized into four areas:
l. Training received at the pre-service level ln the operatlon
and appllcation of media equipment.
ll. Training received at the pre-service level in media concepts.
lll. Availability of equipment, frequency of use, and reasons
for I lmited use.
lV. ln-service training available and respondentrs opinlons of
the value of media training they received at the pre-service
level and the value of medla training generally.
Only 104 questionnaires were returned' therefore, results are
reported in general terms (See Appendices Ca, Da, Ea, and F). Data frorn
specific discipl ines are not always individual ly rePorted, but were
used to highl ight and/or support conclusions drawn from the general
results. A complete breakdown of data by discipl ines is available in
Appendices Cb-i, Db-i, Eb-i, and F.
Due to the small number of respondents in all discipl ines, with
the exceptions of HPER and Husic, that data was used only as a suPPort
of trends noted and conclusions d ravrn from the data for the entire
population. The extrenel y smal I number of respondents in those disci-
pl ines inval idated any conclusions that might have been rmde'
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In some cases, respondents marked more than one course choice on
the questionnaire, therefore, the writer had to create a fourth choice
which is represented in data results, but not on the questionnaire (4
category on data analysts represents multiple course choice responses).
0n the questionnaire some respondents indicated that trOthertr equip-
ment was available to them and they did use it. Other equipment speci-
f ical ly mentioned included Display Boards, lBl'l and Xerox Copiers,
l{icrofilm Readers/Printers, Audio Recorders (reel and cassette), and
Ditto Hachines.
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RESULTS . SECTION I
Training Received at Pre-Service Level in Operation and Appl ication of
l.led ia Equ i pment
A large percentage of respondents did not study either the opera-
tion or application of the equipment. Eighty-three percent dld not
study the operation of equipment and 64t did not study the application
of equipment mentioned.
Twenty-five percent of the respondents studied the operation of the
Qverhead Projector and 44t studied itts application in education making
it the npst popularly studied piece of audio-visual equipment.
The three least studied instructional media were the Video Tape
Recorder (9? stuAied), the Dry l{ount Press (3t stuaiea) and Lettering
Techniques (4t studied).
ln all cases, the application of the equipment in education was
studied to a greater degree than the actual operation of the same equip-
ment. For example, only 252 studied the operation of the Overhead Pro-
jector while 4lt studied the appl ications.
lf the equipment operation was studied, it was done rnore often in
methods courses than media or other courses.
l{usic majors reported the lowest percentage who studied the opera-
tion of equipment as compared to HPER majors. Several disciplines
(English and Speech Pathology) reported never studying either the appli-
cation or operation of any of the media equipment mentioned.
(See Appendix C for complete breakdown of results by
l) sample'as a whole and 2) sample by discipline)
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RESULTS. SECTION II
Training Received at Pre-Service Level in lledia Concepts
Ilost media concepts wcre not studied a meaningful erDount vrith the
exception of Behavioral Objectives. Seventy-one Percent of all partlcl-
pants responded that they had studied Behavloral objectives. 0f that,
448 reported this concept rdas studied in a methods course.
0f those indicating that r0ed ia concepts were studied, a large
percentage lndlcated that such material was covered in a methods course,
1.e., Sel f- I nst ruct I ona I Programs were studied by 28 in a media course
while 23t studied this concept in a methods course.
Self-lnstructional Programs srere studled by 392 of the sample
group, making it the second rnost studied concePt fol lowed by Systems
Approach (zot) ana Cormunicatlons }todel (llt)'
Visual Literacy was studied the least as indicated by only 8? of
the semple reporting familiarity with it.
(See Appendix D for complete breakdovrn of resulty by
t) sample'Ls a whole and 2) sample by discipl ine)
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RESULTS - SECTIOT{ III
ln most cases, over 609 of the resPondents indicated that the
equipment specifical ly mentioned in the survey is available in their
schools. Exceptions were the Dry |lount Press and lettering materials
which were available to approximately 372 of the sample' Data indicates
that l6fln Projectors (9zt) ana Filmstrl/SIidb Projectors (93t) were
rnost often ava i labl e.
Data indicated that the piece of equipment npEt often used was the
Thermal eopier (49t). EquiPment cited as next m,st popularly used were
the Filmstrip/Slide Projector (ZzZl and the l5]lm Projector (zoB).
The piece of equipment least used was the Opaque Projector with
443 responding theY never use it. Next were 0verhead Projectors and
8rm Loop Projectors with 35t and 3l?, respectively, reporting they
never used those items.
The most often cited reasons for I imited usage were lack of
training, lack of time, and lack of interest. Lack of training was
cited as the main reason for I imited use of the Video Tape Recorder,
Dry l{ount Press and Lettering Techniques.
l{usic majors narked rt}leverrt on their usage rates' the highest
percentage as compared with other discipl ines'
t)
(See Aooendix E for comPlete breakdown of results by
i"tpr"'1. a whole and 2) sample by discipline)
and Reasons for L imi
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RESULTS - SECTION ]V
ln-Service Traininq and Opinions Regarding Value of Media Training
Actuallv Received and l{edia Training Generally
The number of respondents indicating that in-service media
training was available to them (48?) approximately equals those indi-
cating they did not have such training (47il.
Within discipl ines, more in-service rvorkshops were provided for
HPER teachers (542) than for Husic teachers (34U).
Fifty-three percent responded rrDoes Not Apply" to the question
regarding the value of the media training they actually received at
the pre-service level. 0f those that responded they had received
training in media at the pre-service level,28Z felt it was valuable
as comPared to l5B that felt it was not valuable-
0f all disciplines, HPER was the largest group responding that
they had media training at the undergraduate level. HPER was also the
largest group giving a positive resPonse regarding the value of that
media training received at the pre-service level with 49? responding
that it was valuable, l5t responding it was of no value, and 34t
reporting that the question did not aPPly to them.
Respondents indicated overwhelmingly (glZ) that media training
uould be a valuable addition in the pre-service teacher education
curriculum.
l)
(See Appendix F for complete breakdown of results by
sampte'as a whole and 2) sample by discipl ine)
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SUI{}IARY
Based on the analysls of the gathered data, it was clear that a
majorlty of respondents did not study either the oPeration or appllca-
tion of the media equipment or media concePts speclfically n|entioned ln
the questionnaire. 0f those indicating that these Particular comPe-
tencies were taught, a large Percentage indicated they vrere taught in
tred itional methods courses.
lrith the exception of the Dry llount Press and Lettering materials,
all equipment surveyed was available in the schools of over 503 of those
su rveyed.
The number of respondents indicating in-service media workshops
were made available for them approximately equals those indicating
such in-servlce training was not avai lable.
Responses regardlng the value of media training actual ly received
and the value of media training at the pre-service level in general were
overwhelmingly in favor of such training.
CHAPTER F IVE
SUI.II.IARY. CONCLUS I ONS. AND RECO}I}IENDAT I ONS
Thls study attempted to discover the nature and extent of media
training at the pre-service level received by teachers who graduated
from lthaca College and how that training or lack of tralning affects
their methods of teachlng; specifical ly' if and hou, they use media in
the c I ass room.
Speclflc questions this research attenPted to answer r.rere:
l. How much tralnlng, if any, dld teachers surveyed recelve
at the pre-service Ievel ln the preparation, operation'
and applicatlon of audiovisual equipment and materials?
2. Are teachers aware of crltical nedia concepts and how
such knowl edge may improve the effectiveness of their
I nst ruct ion?
1. Uhat equipment is available in schools and how often is
it used by teachers? tJhat are the reasons for limited
use of audiovisual equ i Pment?
4. ls media training, in any form, given in other courses
at lthaca College other than those offered by the DePart-
ment of Educational Cornmun i cat ions?
5, Regardless of the discipline, do teachers use audiovisual
equipment, and therefore, need training in how to use
these materials ef fect i vel Y?
6. Are any in-service r,vorkshops available to te6chers through
thei r school s/d i str i cts?
7. How do teachers view media training generally and itrs
value at the Pre-service level?
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A sample of tthaca College graduates meeting specific criteria
were sent a questionnaire exploring their Pre-service training in
specific media competency areas, those areas being based on the content
of the existing pre-service media course offered at lthaca College.
Results from the 104 questionnaires returned indicated that
pre-service training does have a positive bearing on teacherst use of
available media equipment. Therefore, media training should be included
in the pre-service curriculum of teacher training institutions.
At lthaca College specifically, there aPPears to be tremendous
inconsistencies among discipl ines in the teacher education courses. To
institute an effective media training program' it appears to this
researcher that a cooperative planning effort would be required among
the various departments offering teaching certificates and the Depart-
ment of Educational Conmunications offering a media course.
CONCLUS I ONS
This study has sought to answer seven questions which may be of
concern to institutions offering undergraduate teacher certification
programs. These questions were:
l. How much training did teachers surveyed receive in the
PreParation, operation, and appl ication of AV equipment
and materials?
2. Are teachers aware of the critical media concePts and how
those concepts apPty to their teaching?
3. l{hat equipment is avai lable in the schools and how often
is it used? what are the reasons for limited use of
avai lable AV equiPment-
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4. ls media training offered to teacher candidates in any
other courses at lthaca College?
5. Do all teachers use audiovisual equipment, regardless of
their specific subject area, and therefore, need training
in how to use media?
6. Are in-service workshops available to teachers who lack
med ia ski I I s?
7. How do teachers perceive the value of media training?
These questions were asked in a questionnaire consisting of four
main areas. The four areas are: l) Training received at the pre-
service level in the operation and appl ication of equipment,
! l) Training received at the pre-service level in media concepts,
I I l) Equipment available, the frequency of use, and reasons for
I imited use, and lV) Availabil ity of in-service media training and
opinions regarding the value of media training. The evidence gathered
and the conclusions drawn are organized into these four main areas of
i nterest.
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CONCLUSIONS - SECT]ON I
Traininq Received at Pre-Service Level Operation and Appl ication of
Media Equipment
A majority of respondents did not study either the operation or
appl ication of audiovisual equipment indicating that such skills should
be included in the pre-service education curriculum or required in a
separate media course.
Some lnformation regarding equipment operation and appl ication
was covered somewhere in the pre-service education curriculum (usually
methods courses) but there appeared to be no consistent Pattern in
acquiring such skills. The Overhead Projector and Filmstrip/Slide
Projectors were the most widely studied equipment, possibly because
instructors use that equipment in their own instruction and therefore,
students were exPosed to their oPeration and uses vicariously.
The knowledge of the appl ication of equipment was covered to a
higher degree than the operation. This is inconsistent and undesirable
since knowing how to operate a machine is as vital as knowing how to
apply/use the machine in teaching. Hany individuals feel intimidated
by machines and will not use them, even though they have a general idea
of how they raork. Teaching both the appl ication and actual operation
of hardware (with a hands-on approach) may resolve this problem to a
certain degree.
lf equipment operation and application was covered, it was done in
various methods courses. Such training could be made more consistent
by requiring a specific media course whereby exPerts in the media
field could teach media skills in more depth and with greater accuracy
and consistency. To do this at lthaca College, would probably require
- 3l
a cooperative planning effort between various departments offering
methods courses and the Educational Cormunications Departnent.
0f all the discipl ines surveyed, a greater percentage of HPER
majors learned of audiovisual hardware operation and applications.
This could be explained by the fact that HPER majors are strongly
urged to take the media course offered at lthaca College. t'lost HPER
majors, lrcwever, indicated the source of media training were methods
courses, not a media course. Perhaps this was because HPER majors
viewed the media course as a methods course.
Data from HPER teachers surveyed indicated that audiovisual
devices that lend themselves in particular to their area of concern
(psycho-motor skills) were not emphasized. Perhaps tnore emphasis
should be made on the value of these devices for HPER majors in
particular.
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coNcLUsroNS - sEcrloN il
Training Received at Pre-Service Level in Hedia Concepts
Behavioral Objectives were the rpst widely studied media concepts
in methods courses. This indicated that teacher education courses
within individual departments recognize the value of Behavioral Objec-
tives in teaching. The researcher feels that, in addition to Behavioral
Objectives, all the other concepts mentioned are basic to teaching in
general, as well as being particularly pertinent to media-use.
Therefore, those concepts should be included somewhere in the pre-
service teacher education courses. Proper use of media rvould be better
facilitated if these concepts were included in teacher education
curricula.
Visual Literacy was indicated to be the least studied concept.
This is probably due to the fact that it is a relatively new concept
and has not yet been incorporated into the establ ished pre-service
curricula. ltrs importance in education in general, as well as media
use in particular, is obvious and therefore should be included.
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coNcLUsloNs - sEcrl0N llt
Equipment Availabil itv, Usage Freque
The basic assumption of this research,which was that equipment
specifically mentioned in the survey was widely available,was confirmed.
The Thermal Copier was indicated to have the highest rate of
usage. Perhaps this is due to the multi-faceted nature of the machine;
a copier and transparency and spirit master. l5rnm and Filmstrip/Slide
Projectors were the next rnost PoPularly used. Thls could be due to
the fact that they are very familiar machines and large amounts of
accompanying software are available in schools to use in conjunction
wi th them.
The gpaque Projector was indicated to be the least used piece of
equipment. This particular machine has been available for many years'
and therefore, many teachers may view it as old-fashioned and archaic.
The researcher feels it is important that teachers be taught or
reminded of the tremendous util ity of this particular machine'
Lack of training, time and interest were the npst often cited
reasons for limited use of audiovisual equipment. This researcher
feels all these reasons are interrelated. tf properly trained in
media, teachers would be interested in the valuable assistance media
could give them in their teaching and uould realize that the time
involved in using media uould, in the long run, save them a tremendous
amount of t ime.
It trculd be expected that HPER, being a field where psycho-motor
skills are emphasized, would rePort a high rate of usage of the
audiovisual devices that lend themselves to those skills' The data
indicates that this is not true. Perhaps such devices and their
IHACA COLTEGE IIBR.ARY
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advantages in this particular field should be emphasized for HPER
teachers.
Husic teachers indicate they use media devices the Ieast. Lack
of training and materials are cited rpst times as the reasons for
Iimited use, not lack of interest. This indicates that Husic teachers
may be rnore interested in learning how to use media in music education
than the l.lusic Department at lthaca Col lege real izes.
Videotape Recorders were available to a high percentage (7lU)
of individuals, but a large proportion (SgZ) report that they use
it very I ittle. Twenty-six percent cited lack of training as the
reason. These figures are indicative of the tremendous investment
schools have made in costly equipment with no complernentary training
for teachers in how to use it.
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coNcLUsloNs - sEcTloN lv
tn-service Training and Opinions Reqarding Value of l'ledia Training
Actual ly Received and Hed!q Iraining General ly
!n-service l.rorkshops were glven in about hal f the respondentsl
schools, with HPER majors reporting the highest degree of participation.
This data is indicative that schools are recognizing the benefit of
audiovisual aids in learning, esPecially psycho-nntor skills.
Fifty-three percent responding 'rDoes Not Apply" to the question
regarding the value of media training given/received at the pre-service
level indicated that 53% did not have any media training at all. 0f
those that did indicate they had media training, 28? reported it was
valuable, as compared to l5U that felt it was not valuable, thus
confirming the idea proposed in this thesis that media training would
be helpful to teachers.
Forty-nine percent of the HPER majors responded that the media
training they received was valuable, making it the discipl ine with
the highest Percentage of positive resPonses to that question. This
could be due to the fact the HPER majors are strongly urged to take
the media course offered, but it also confirms the idea that the media
course they took had been valuable in their teaching careers in that
field.
The high percentage of respondents reporting that media training
would be valuable at the pre-service level is indicative that once a
teacher trainee begins actually teaching, the need for media skills
becomes apparent and possessing those skills is recognized as an
asset and a valuable skill.
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GENERALIZATIOil OF THE .RESULTS
There should be npre emphasis given to media training in all
discipl ines, not just those tradltlonal ly thought of as most appl icable
to media use. The apparent lack of interest of many of those indi-
viduals f rorn fields other than HPER might be resolved by emphasizing
the particular advantages and uses of media possible in that Particular
subject area.
The importance in education of all media equiPment and concepts
mentioned, with the exception of Behavioral objectives, need to be
covered in more depth in pre-service education programs within all
discipl ines at lthaca Col lege.
l,lhen data from Sections I and ll are compared, it becomes apParent
that there is a wlde discrepancy between the equipment that is avai lable
and the training that is received in hovr such equipment should be used.
Respondents indicate that they recognize the need for, and the
desirabil ity of, media training at the pre-service level so as to
enhance their teaching skills and perfornnnce-
A cooperative effort is needed at lthaca Col lege between depart-
ments offering teacher certification to erase the inconslstencies in
the pre-service curriculum they each offer. Particularly in the case
of media training, a cooperative effort would ensure that teacher
candidates woutd learn how to use media properly and hol to use it in
their area of special ization. The Educational conmunications Department
could teach the basic oPeration and appl ication of equipment, while the
education courses in each discipline could be responsible for demon-
strating the sPecific applications of the media equipment in that field
of study.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
l. Develop a course-model for use at lthaca College whereby
all candldates for teaching certification from the verious
departments could particlpate in a media course.
2. lnvestlgate non-teaching graduates from lthaca College in
various fields regarding their use of media in their diverse
range of jobs. Perhaps there are other discipl ines whose
students could benefit fron media training in their pro-
fessional careers.
Survey teachers as to specific knowl edge they possess
about particular pieces of equipment to discover what
specific skills should/should not be taught in a media
course for teachers.
4. Comgare various media course formats to discover r,rhich
method is rnost effective, i.e.' lecture only vs. hands-on/
competency-based method vs' combination of lecture and
hands-on.
5. Repeat this study in other higher educational institutions
that are similar to lthaca Col lege in their pre-service
teacher education curriculum to discover if results are
the same thus conflrming the val idity/rel iabil ity of con-
clusions made in thls studY.
3.
SUI{l'IARY
This study has attemPted to determine the extent and nature of
pre-service media training given at lthaca College for teacher certifi-
cation candidates and hovr such training has affected their present
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teaching methods, specifical ly, how they use available audiovisual
equ i pment in their classrooms.
A sample of 276 individuals were chosen randomly fron a population
meeting specific criteria devel oped by the researcher. A questionnaire
based on the content of the media course Presently offered at lthaca
College was sent to each individual. One hundred and four questionnalres
were returned to the researcher. The resulting data was subJected to
standard frequency anal yses.
The following concluslons were drawn; media training should be
required in all discipl ines offering teacher certification at lthaca
Col lege. The importance of media concePts and equiPment in education
should be given flpre emphasis in teacher education curricula' There
is a wlde discrepancy between available equipment and the training
teachers receive in how to operate that equiPment. Respondents indi-
cated a need for media training and the desirability of such training
in order to upgrade their teaching skills and performance'
APPENDIX A
QUEST !ONNA I RE
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t.
2.
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IJhat was your major at lthaca College?
I'lhat year dld you graduate from lthace College?
3. Have you ever taught or are you currently teaching?(Elther pert-time or ful l-ttme)
a. ]f YES' what was the teaching area and level?
NO
LEVEL
4. ln your undergraduate courses' did you ever receive training
in the following audiovisual equlpment ln terms of the oPeratlon
of and potentlai util ization of this equipment in education?
' (Please circle the appropriate answers) ! .or$
.td
,e 
-c,
HOlr ro APPLICATTON c ..&' ,.
oPEMTE tN EDUCATtor,r r8 *.. +-
l5rfln Projectot Yes No Yes No I 2 3
Fi lmstrip/Sl ide Projector Yes No Yes No I 2 3
8nm Loop Projector Yes No Yes No I 2 3
Portable Videotape Unit Yes No Yes No I 2 1
0verhead Projector Yes No Yes No I 2 3
Opaque Projeltor Yes No I". No | ? 2
f ireimat Cop ier Yes No Yes l'lo | ? 3-
Ory l,l,ount Fress I"t No I"t No : I 2L"lt"iing Techniques/l{aterials Yes No I". No | ? I
other Yes No Yes No | 2 3
5. ln your undergraduate courses' did you ever study the fol
concepts and iheir applications in learning?(Please circle the appropriate answer)
,*,nn 
u. ,
J"."- /
_.*':ru**a'
t2)
12,123123123
Conmunicat ions Model
Visual L i teracY
Behavioral Obj ect i ves
Systems APProach to lnst ruct i on
Sel f- lnstructional Programs
i . e. , Programmed Learn ing-
Sl ide/TaPe Presentat ions
Fi lmstriP/TaPe Presentat i ons
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
6.
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ln your current or pest instructional
equipment available for you to use andlf you D0 NOT use the particular piece
than one answer is acceptable)
s i tuat ion, is the following
how often do you use it?
of equipment, why? ( ore
(,
c
-ff 
- 
a,
-roo&\'
#Jld-t
. S^{ bbb*.i_-,,
g'n's* J'f Jf3f*.s*f $'-
t2 3 | 23\56
FREQUENCY REASON(s) FOR
OF USE LII'IITED/NO USE
(Please circle the appropriate answer(s)
l6mm P roj ecto r
Filmstrip/Sl ide Proj .
8nm Loop P roj ecto r
Portabl e Videotape Unit
overhead P roj ecto r
opaque P roj ector
Thermal Cop i er
Dry Hount Press
Letteri ng Tech./Haterial s
0 ther
AVA I LABLE
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes o
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Ye s t'lo
Yes No
Yes No
123t 23123123123t 23123123123123
2323232'232323232323
\56456456456456455\56\56456456
(Please circle the appropriate answers to fol lowing questions 7-9)
7. [Ices your school/district conduct in-service training Yes No' 
tnorksinps for media-use in education?
8. Did you find media-use courses at the undergraduate level Yes No
valuable in your Present teaching situation? DOES NOT APPLY
9. 0o you feel undergraduate media training^vrould be a valuableilri-or ir,i ii"ittit education curriculum? Yes No
* ****lr******r(* ***** * * * ** * *** ;t Jr ***
to see the results of this survey as soon as they areI r,rculd like
available.
NAME
ADDRESS
APPENDIX B
COVER LETTER
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ITHACA COLLEGE
Ithaca, Nelv York l+B5o
HOOL OF COA TvIUNICATIONS
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'felevision-Rrtlio I L'inttrr Sturlies & Photogrrphy / Educatirrnal Communications
Dear Graduate:
My name is ilarcia Faye Alexander. I am a graduate student in the
Educational Conmunlcations Program at lthaca College. As part of the
requirements for my Hasterrs degree, I am taking a survey of lthaca
College graduates with teaching certification who have taught or are
presently teaching.
The purposes of this Project are:
I) to analyze the nature of pre-service training lthaca
Col lege graduates received in the use of audiovlsual
hardware and software and educational technology in
general.
2) to analyze what lthaca College graduatest media-
related needs currently are', now that they are
teaching and rnorking in an actual instructional
s i tuat ion.
I would very much appreciate your taking a few minutes to complete
the enclosed questionnaire. Itve also enclosed a stamped, addressed
envelope for your convenience in returning the completed form to me.
tn the interest of time, I ask that you complete this form and return
it to me within one week. lf, however' npre than a week does Pass'
please return the questionnaire anyway.
lf you r"rould like to know the results of this survey, please
indicate so at the bottom of the questionnaire and I will be happy to
send the results to you as soon as they are available.
Thenk you for your help and cooperation.
S incerel y,
\ ''-'.-..-,-.
llarc i a Faye Al exander
,/ C(rmrnunicrtions \hn.rgement
TET.EPITONE (6tr) 274-32L4
Sfnrts Conrnrunicrtions
I'
APPENDIX C
sEcTtoN I
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APPENDIX Ca
sEcTr0N I
Ho* To Appl ication
0perate Educat ion tnGeneral Resu I ts
n - 104
I &rm Projector
Fi lm/Sl ide ProJ.
&nm Proj ector
Video Recqrder
Overhead Proj
0paque Proj ector
Therma I Cop i es
Dry ltlount Press
Lettering Tech.
0thcr
*NOTE:
**( ) -
*;l*CourSeS
Course ***
Yes No
t7 83(18) (86)
20 79(21) (82)*
12 89(t2) (e2)
991( e) (gs)
25 75(26 (78)
t8 82(te) (85)
t0 g0(t0) (e4)
397( 3) (lol)
496( q) (t00)
211( 2) (lt)
Yes No
35 6\(36) (671
40 58(42) (60)
2\ 75(25) (78)
25 75(26) (78)
4t 59(42) (61)
29 7t(30) (7tr)
19 8r(20) (84)
793( 7) (.97)
892( 8) (e6)
2 ll( 2) (n)
t2
225(2) (26)
231(2) (32)
I t6(t) (t7)
I 12(l ) (r2)
228(2) (29)
t20
(t ) (21)
-9
- (e)
r3(l) ( 3)
t2(l) ( 2)
tl(r) ( l)
34
2l(2)
3r(3) (t )
2-
(2)
5-(5)
32(3) (2)
2l(2) (l )
ll(l) (l)
::
Discrepancies in Percentages ln data analysis due to
lndividuals who answered questionnaires incomPletely or
i ncorrect I y.
indicates actual number of individuals.
- I = lledia Course 3 - 0ther Course
2 - llethods Course 4 - Combination of Courses
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APPENDIX Cb
sEcrt0N I
How To
Operate
Yes No
39 6l(r6) (25)
37 6t(r 5) QSl
29 7t
( t 2) (29)
15 85( 6) (ts)
35 66
(r 4) (271
24 76(lo) (31)
595( 2) (3e)
298( l) (40)
595( 2l (rg)
212( l) ( 5)
Appl ication
Educat ion
Yes No
5q 44(22') (r B)
5\ \2(zzl (t7)
49 49(zo1 (eo)
37 63(r6) (26)
49 49(zo) (eo)
27 73(l I ) (30)
t5 85( 6) (rs)
595( 2) (3e)
793( 3) (38)
212( l) ( 5)
Course
tn
HPER
n=41
I 6nrn Proj
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj
8rm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech
0ther
t2
215(t) (le)
2\6(l) (te)
239(r) (t6)
_17
- (z)
239(l ) (16)
-24
- (lo)
-5
- ( 2)
2-(t )
22(l) ( l)
2-(l )
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APPENDIX Cc
SECTlON t
Appl icat ion
Educat ion
ln
Husic
n=41
l6mm Proj.
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8mm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
0paque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry I'lount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
yes No yes
29822(t) (40) (e)
79332(3) (38) (l3)
- r00 7
- (4t) (r)
79324(r) (rB) (l o)
15 85 32(6) (ls) (r 3)
15 85 34(6) (ls) (tl1
7 93 15(3) (38) ( 6)
- 100 5
- (41) ( 2)
2987(l) (40) (3)
2102(t) (4) (r)
Hovr To
0perate Course
123
215-(r) ( 6)
22\(l) (10)
-2
- ( r)
212-(r) ( 5)
220(r) ( 8)
220(r) ( 8)
-7
- 
(3)
:::
-2
- 
( l)
No
78()21
68
(28)
93(re1
76(31)
58
(28)
66(27)
85(35)
95(rg)
93(38)
t0( 4)
4
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Appl ication in
Educat ionSocial Stud ies
n=5
I6rm Proj
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8nm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
How to
0perate
Yes No
20 80( r) ( 4)
20 80( t) ( 4)
- 100
- (5)
- 100
- (5)
20 80( r) ( 4)
20 80( t) ( 4)
- 100
- (5)
- 100
- ( s)
::
Yes No
20 80( l) ( 4)
40 50(z) (3)
- 100
- ( s)
- 100
- ( 5)
4o 60(2) (3)
40 60( z) ( 3)
20 80( r) ( 4)
20 80( r) ( 4)
100( s)
20( r)
-20
- ( t)
:'2
::
60 20( 3) ( l)
-20
- ( r)
-20
- ( r)
-20
- ( l)
t00(5)
20( t)
Course
3
20( t)
_49-
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sEcrt0N I
Appl ication in
Educat ionEngl ish
n=5
l6rnrn Proj .
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8nm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
0paque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Hount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
How to
0perate
Yes No
100(5)
t00(5)
100(5)
100(5)
I00( 5)
100( 5)
100(s)
100( s)
100( s)
t00( 5)
No
t00(s)
100(s)
t00( 5)
100( s)
100( 5)
t00( 5)
t00( 5)
100( s)
t00( 5)
t00( 5)
Course
2Yes I
Hov, to
0perate
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SECT]ON ]
Appl lcatlon in
Educat i on Coursellath€ma t ics
n-4
l6nm Proj.
Fi lmlSl lde Proj.
8nm P roj ector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque P roj ector
Therma I Cop i er
Dry l{ount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
- t00
- (4)
25 75( r) ( 3)
- 100
- (4)
- 100
- (4)
- 100
- 
( 4)
50 50( 2) (2)
75 25(3) (r)
50 50(2) (2)
25 75( l) ( 3)
- 100
- (4)
25 75( r) ( 3)
25 75(r) (3)
- 100
- 
(4)
- 100
- ( 4)
- 100
- 
(4)
50 50(2) (z)
- t00
- 
(4)
50 50(2) (2)
25 75( t) ( 3)
- t00
- (4)
25( l)
:::
50(2)
75(3)
50(2)
25( l)
Yes IYes
Foreign Languages
n-4
l6mm Proj.
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8rm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Hount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
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sEcTtoN t
Appl ication
Educat ion
Yes No
75 25( l) ( r)
75 25( 3) ( t)
5o 5o(z) (2)
25 75( r) ( l)
50 5o(2) (zl
25 75( r) ( 3)
50 50(2) (2)
- 100
- (4)
25 75( r) ( r)
- 100
- (4)
How to
0perate
Yes No
!n
Course
25( t)
100(4)
100(4)
t00(4)
100(4)
100(4)
100(4)
75( l)
100(4)
t00(4)
100( 4)
I
25
f r \\t,
25
1r \\t,
25/r\\1/
25(l )
:::
Speech Pathology
n=2
l6nm Proj.
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8mm Projector
Video Recorder
0verhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
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APPENDIX Ch
SECTION I
Appl icat ion i n
Educat ion
Yes No
How to
0perate
Yes No
100( 2)
100(2)
t00(2)
100(z)
100(z)
100(21
100(2)
100(z)
100(z)
t00( z')
100( 2)
100(2)
100(2)
t00( z)
100(2)
t00( 2)
100(2)
t00( 2)
t00( z)
100(z)
Course
23I
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Appl i cat lon i n
Educat i onSpeech
n-2
l6rm Proj .
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8mm Projector
Video Recorder
0verhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Pres
Lettering Tech.
0ther
t00(2)
50 50( l) ( r)
- 100
- 
(2)
- 100
- 
(2)
50 50( l) ( l)
- 100
- (2)
50 50( t) ( t)
- 100
- (z)
- 100
- (z)
50 50( t) ( r)
How to
0perate
Yes No
Course
EA( l)
Yes No
0 100
- (z)
50 50( l) ( l)
- 100
- (z)
- 100( z)
5o 50( r) ( l)
- 100
- (z)
50 50( t) ( l)
- 100
- (z)
- 100
- (z)
5o 50( l) ( t)
I
50( l)
50( r)
3
APPEND IX D
SECTION I !
-54-
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APPEND IX
sEcT loil
Da
1l
Genera I
n - 104
Conrnun icat ions l{odel
Visual L i teracy
Behavioral obj ect i ves
Systems Approach
Sel f- ln st ruct ional
Programs
*NOTE:
** () -
***COurseS
Dld You
Yes
II(lt)
I(8)
7t(74)
20(2t )
39(4t )
Study?
I'lo
89
G3)
9r(95) r!
28(29)
80(83)
60(62)
t6uyss ,kr(r!
23
t7(t) (7)
r5
(t ) (6)
- 44 t4
- 
(45) (r5)
- t4 \
- 
(14) ( 4)
I(t )
2(2) 23 l0(24) (10)
Discrepancies in percentages in data analysis due to
individuals who answered questions incornpletely or
i ncorrect I y,
lndicates actual number of individuals.
- t - l'ledia Course 3 = other Course
2 - }lethods Course 4 - Combination of Courses
HPER
n = 4l
Comrnunications Hodel
Visual Literacy
Behavioral Objectives
Systems Approach
Sel f- lnstruct ional
Programs
-56-
APPEND 1X
SECT ION
Did You Study?
Yes No
Db
ll
Course
3
7( 3)
5(2)
7l(zg)
l0(4)
32(t 3)
93(38)
93(38)
27(t I )
90
$7)
68
(28)
-5
- (z)
-2
- 
( l)
-44
- (t8)
-5
- 
(2)
?-I(l)
2157(r) (6) (r)
-57-
APPEND 1X
SECT ION
Dc
ll
l,lus i c
n=41
Corrnun icat ions Hodel
Visual Literacy
Behavioral Object ives
Systems Approach
Self- !nstructional
Programs
Did You
Yes
7( 3)
7( 3)
7t(2e)
32(t3)
45(te)
Study?
No
93(38)
93(38)
29
(12)
58
(28)
5l(21)
Course
t2
-5
- (z)
-7
- ( 3)
- t+6
- (le) (
-20
- ( 8) (
:_
20
8)
l0
4)
'3212
- (13) ( 5)
Social Studies
n-5
-58-
APPEND IX Dd
SECTION I I
Did You Study?
Yes No
Course
123\
Communications t{odel - 100
- ( 5)
Visual Literacy - 100
- ( s)
Behavioral Objectives 50 40 ' 20 20(3) (2) - (r) (t) -
Systems Approach 20 8O - 20(t) (4) - (t) -
Sel f- I nstruct ional
Programs - I 00
- ( 5)
11
I
Engl ish
n-5
Cormunicat ions llodel
V i sual L i teracy
Behavioral Obj ect i ves
Syst€ms Approach
Sel f- I n st ruct ional
Programs
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SECTION I I
Did You Study
Yes No
20( l)
20( l)
40(2)
20( t)
80(4)
8o(4)
60( 3)
100(5)
80( 4)
I
20( t)
20( r)
:
20( l)
Course
23
20( r)
i
I
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sEcTroN t I
Mathemat i cs
n-4
Did You Study? Course
YesNol234
Commun icat ions - I 00
- (4)
Visual Literacy - 100
. (4)
Behavioral Objectives 75 25 - 50 25(3) (r) - (z)(r)
SystemsApproach - 100
- (4)
Sel f- lnstruct ionalPrograms 50 50 - 25(2) (2) - (r)
Foreign Languages
n=4
Corunun icat ions Hodel
Visual Literacy
Behavioral Objectives
Systems Approach
Sel f- tnstruct ional
P rog rams
-6r
APPEND I X
SECT ION
Did You Study?
Yes No
D9
1t
Course
3
25( l)
25( r)
100(4)
25( t)
t00( 4)
75( 3)
75( 3)
75( 3)
-25
- ( t)
_25
- 
( l)
-50
- (z)
_25( l)
(rt( z)
-1 50 502)(z)
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APPEND I X
SECT I ON
Dh
t1
Speech Pathology
nnZ
Cormun icat ions Model
Visual Literacy
Behavioral Objectives
Systems Approach
Sel f- I nstruct iona I
Prog rams
Did You
Yes
50( l)
50( l)
100(2)
50( t)
50( r)
Study ?
No
Course
23
50( r)
5o( l)
50( t)
50( r)
-50
- 
( t)
-50
- ( r)
- 100
- ( z)
-50
- ( t)
-50
- ( r)
Speech
n=2
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sEcTl0N I I
Did You Study?
Yes No
Course
1234
Conununications Hodel I00 50(z) ( l)
visualLiteracy 
_ lol, : : - :
Behavioral Objectives lO0 100(2) (2)
Systems Approach 50 50 - 50(t) (r) - (r)
Sel f- I nstruct ional
Programs 50 50 - 50(r) (l) - (t) -
APPEND]X E
sEcTroN !r r
-64-
Genera I
n = 104
l6nm P roj ector
Fi lmlSl Ide Proj.
8nm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque P roj ecto r
Thermal Cop i er
Dry l,lount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
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APPENDIX Ea
sEcTtor{ I I I
Reasons For
Availabil ity Usage Rate ,.,t* Lirnited [J5s****
YesNol23 123\5
92 6 254720 82837 13 5(96) (6)'r (26) (49) (2t) (6) (2t) (28) (r0) (4)
93 6 2\\722 32238t2 7(e7) (5) (26) (4e) (23) (2) (t6) (28) ( e) (5)
67 30 2t 29 I 13 19 3l ll I(70) (3t ) (32) (30) ( 8) (8) (r2) (le) ( 7) (5)
7t272930t2262616il13(74) (28) (30) (31) (12) (16) (16) (10) ( 7) ( 8)
88n 35 34 t7 3231524t3(9t) (il) (36)(35)(18) ( 2)(t6)(lr)(t7) (e)
76 22 4425 5 617 r4r2 n
oel, (23) (46) (26) ( 5) ( 4) (12) (10) (23) (8)
77 2t 14 2t 4r 19 6 ll t7(80) (22) (r 4) (22) (43) ( 7l ( 2) ( 4) ( 6)
385826833t9il233(39) (60) (27)( 8)( 3) (ll)( 3)( tr)( 8) (r)
37 57 2t 7 6 31 7 7.2t.(ib) (sg) Qz',)( 7)( 6l ( e) ( 2) ( 2) ( 5)
r0 5(t0) ( 5) 4-4 -5
*NoTE:DiscrepanciesinPercentagesindataanalysisduetoindi-
viduals who answered questions incomPletely or incorrectly'
**( ) - indicates actual number of individuals
***Usage Rates - I = Never 3 'I'lore than once a
2 - Once a month or less month
****LimitedUseReasons-l=LackofTraining4=Nolnterest
2 = Lack of Time 5 = Hassle
3 = Lack of Haterials
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APPE]ID IX Eb
sEcTloN il t
HPER
n - 4l
I6nm Proj ector
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
Srun Proj ector
Video Recorder
0verhead Proj.
opaque P roj ector
Thermal Cop i er
Dry llount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Availability
Yes No
982(40) ( l)
955(3e) ( 2)
78 20$2) ( 8)
78 22
o2) ( e)
88 t2(36) ( 5)
76 2\(31) (l o)
76 24(31) (10)
42 5\(f 7) Q2)
44 54(r8) (221
t0 l0(4) (rt)
Usage Rate
123
t0 6t 27( 4)(25)(tr)
27 5t+ 15(il) (22) ( 5)
22 42 15( e)(t7)( 6)
20 34 22( 8)(t4)( e)
37 32 t5(t5) (r3) ( 6)
3927 5(16)(ll)( 2)
t5 15 44( 5)( 6)(t8)
2972(t2)( 3)( t)
22 7 t0( e)( 3)( 4)
2-5( r) - (2)
Reasons For
L imi ted Use
12345
334 31 3 3t)(r0)( e)( l)( t)
3 18 ,9 6 3l)( 6)(13)( 2)( t)
\2327 8 8
r)( 6)( 7)( 2)( 2)
Iq?323-14
3)( 5)( 5) - ( 3)
-21 2521 7
- ( 6)( 7)( 6)( 2)
4 r5 15 22 7t)( q)( 4)( 6)( 2)
t7 8 17 8 -
2)( t)( 2)( l)
)3 713 2 -
5)( t)( 2)( 3)
\2-88-5) - ( l)( l)
:::::
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Husic
n-41
I6nm Projector
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
Snrn Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
0paque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Avai labi I ity Usage Rate
123
\6 32 l0(te) (t3) ( 4)
29 \6 t7(t2) (le) ( 7)
\z lo 2(r7)( 4)( r)
\22\ 5(t7) (t0) ( 2)
42 34 t2(l 7) (t4) ( 5)
4922 5(20)( e)( 2)
15 2\ t+2( 5) (ro) (17)
27 l0 2(ll)( 4)( r)
22 l0 2( g)( 4)( r)
7-5( l) - ( z)
Reasons For
Limited Use
t 2 3_ 4 5
61941226(2)(6)(3)(71(2)
3 19 35 19 l0( r)( 6)(il)( 6)( r)
14 14 33 24 lo( 3) ( 3) ( 7) ( 5) ( 2)
334il2619( e)( 7)( 3)( 7)( 5)
333 632 19( r)( 7)( 2) (t0)( 6)
324143817( r)( 7)( 4)(il)( 5)
25 613 3l( 4)( t)( z)( s)
331313207( 5)( 2)( 2) ( 3)( r)
23 15 831( 3)( 2)( r)( 4)
-66
-(2)
Yes
88(36) .(
93(83)
l2( 5)
( 3)
54 46(22) ( | e)
7t 29(2e) ( t z)
88 t2(36) ( 5)
76 24(3t) (10)
80 20(33) ( 8)
39 6l(r5) (25)
37 59
( I 5) (24)
2( r)
No
l2
5)
7
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Social Stud ies
n=5
l6mm Projector
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8mm Projector
Video Recorder
0verhead Proj.
0paque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Availability
Yes No
80( 4)
80( 4)
80( 4)
60 20( 3) ( r)
80( 4)
8o( 4)
80( 4)
-60
- ( 3)
20 40( l) (z)
Usage Rate
t23
20 20 40( l)( t)( 2)
80(4)
40 20 20( z) ( r)( t)
60( 3)
40 20 20(2)( l)( l)
40 40( 2)( 2)
-5020
- 
(3)( l)
20( l)
Reasons For
Limi ted Use
123\5
5050 -50( l)( l) - ( l)
66 -33(2) - ( l)
66 33( 2)( l)
-66
- 
/ c\ 
-\ Ll
-25 25
- ( l) ( r)
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sEcrroN rlr
Engl i sh
n=5
I6nm Projector
Film/Sl ide.Proj.
8nm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Avai labi I ity
Yes No
100( 5)
100(5)
80 20( 4) ( t)
60 40(3) (2)
80 20( 4) ( l)
80 20( 4) ( l)
50 40( l) ( 2)
40 60( z) ( 3)
20 60( r) ( 3)
20( r)
Usage Rage
t23
-4050
- 
( 2)( 3)
-4060( 2) ( 3)
20 60( l)( 3)
20 20 20( t)( l)( t)
20 20 40( r)( t)( 2)
20 60( r)(3)
-2040
- ( t)( z)
4o( 2)
20( r)
Limited Use
12345
50 50 50( r)( r) ( t)
-50 50
- ( l) ( l)
25 75 25( r)( 3) ( r)
50 50( r)( l)
50 -5050( l) - ( t)( t)
25 -25 50( r) - ( r)( 2)
- 100
-(2)
- 100
- ( r) -
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sEcTr0N I il
ilathemat i cs
n-4
l6mm Projector
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8rm Proj ector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Proj ector
Thermal Cop i er
Dry l.lount P ress
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Availability
Yes ilo
100( tt)
t00(4)
100(4)
50 50(21 (2')
100( 4)
50 50(2) (2)
75 25( 3) ( r)
25 75( l) ( 3)
25 75( l) ( 3)
::
Usage Rate
t23
50 50( 2')( 2l
50 25 25( 2)( t)( t)
25 75( r)( 3)
25 25( t) ( r)
-2575
- 
( r)( 3)
50(2\
25 25 25( l) ( r) ( t)
25( t)
25( t)
:::
Reasons For
L imi ted Use
2345
25 75 25( t) ( 3) ( t)
33 66 33( l)( 2)( t)
-75
- ( 3)
-50
- ( l)
- t00
- ( l)
50
- - ( l)
I
' 7l
APPENDIX Eg
sEcTt0N I I I
Foreign Languages
n-4
l6nm Projector
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8mm Projector
Video Recorder
0verhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Avai labi I ity
Yes No
75(l)
75( 3)
25 50( t) ( z)
25 50(t) (z)
75( 3)
75( 3)
50 25( 2) ( t)
-75
- ( 3)
-75
- ( 3)
Usage Rage
123
-75
- 
( 3)
-5025
- ( z)( t)
_25
- ( t) -
_25
- ( r) -
25 25 25( l)( t)( r)
25 25 25( t)( r)( r)
50(z)
:::
Reasons For
Limi ted Use
t2345
-6633
- ( 2)( r)
-5050
- ( r)( r) -
t00
T I\\ t,,
- - t00/ r\\ r.,
50/ r\\ r,
50
/ !\\ 1'
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Speech Pathology
n-Z
I5nnr Projector
Fi lm/SI ide Proj.
8nm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Hount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Avai labi I ity
Yes No
100(zl
t00(21
100(zl
100(2)
t00(z)
t00(2)
100(2)
t00( 2)
100(2)
Usage Rate
123
-5050
- ( r)( t)
-5050
- ( l)( r)
50( t)
- 100
-(2)
- 100
-(2)
100(2)
50 50( l) ( t)
50 50( t)( t)
100( 2)
_:_
Reasons For
Limited Use
t234
-:::
50 50( l) ( t)
50 50( t) ( l)
5o( r)
50( r)
5
Speech
n=2
I 6rnm Proj ector
Fi lm/Sl ide Proj.
8nm Projector
Video Recorder
Overhead Proj.
Opaque Projector
Thermal Copier
Dry Mount Press
Lettering Tech.
0ther
Availabi I ity
Yes No
100(2)
t00(2)
50 50( t) ( t)
100(2)
100(zl
t00(z)
t00( 2)
50 50( r) ( r)
- t00
- ( z)
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Usage Rate
123
- 100
- ( 2)
- 100
-(2)
5o( t)
- 100
-(z)
- 100
- ( 2)
100(2)
t00(21
50( l)
:::
Reasons For
Limited Use
123\
50 -50( r) ( r)
-5050
- ( l)( t)
100( t)
-50
- ( t)
-50
- ( l) -
- t00
- (z)
5
APPEND IX F
sEcTt0N !v
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APPENDIX F
SECT!ON !V
General and Discipl ines
General (l 04)
HPER (4r )
Mus ic (41 )
Social Studies (5)
Ensl ish (5)
Hathematics (4)
Foreign Lang. (4)
Speech Path. (2)
Speech (2)
! n- Serv i ce
Workshops
Yes No
48 \7(so) (49)*
54 39(zz) (16)
34 63(r4) (26)
60 20( l) ( r)
40 50( 2) ( 3)
50 50( 2) (z)
100(4)
100( 2)
50 5o( t) ( r)
Actual Training
U-Grad Level
Yes No DNA
28 15 53(zel (t6) (55)
t+9 15 34(zo) ( 6) (t4)
r0 t7 68( 4) ( 7l (28)
20-80(l) - (4)
20-80(t) - (4)
25 25 25(t) (t) (t)
25 25 25(t) (t) (t)
100( z)
50 50( l) ( l)
l,led ia Va I ue
U-Grad Level
Yes No
937$tl ( 7)
982(40) ( t)
937(38) ( 3)
80 20( 4) ( r)
100( 5)
t00(4)
75 25( 3) ( r)
50 50( t) ( t)
100(2)
*NOTE: Discrepancies in percentages in data analysis due to
individuals who answered questions incompletely or
i ncorrect I Y.
*t',( ) - indicates actual number of individuals
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